Prepare Protect Defend, LLC. presents
Active Threat Training & LifeSpot Technology

Survive.
Seconds Matter.
Be Prepared and Empowered to survive an active threat.
THE Solution: 5F’s Active Threat Training
Developed by law enforcement and
military professionals with decades of
experience surviving hostile environments, the 5 F’s
program mentally prepares and empowers
individuals with the proper survival mindset and
skills to make real-time, educated decisions. Any
civilian can be confident in providing an effective
response to an already chaotic situation.

Twitter feed of active threat at Ohio State University...

"What does Run Hide Fight mean?"
"The “Run, Hide, Fight” campaign doesn’t
adequately address the reality of an active shooter
attack”
- PoliceOne.com - Lieutenant Colonel (Ret.) Mike Wood

No matter how rapid the arrival of emergency
responders, bystanders will always be first on
scene. An individual who is bleeding can die from
blood loss within a matter of minutes. Your goal is to
give these victims the greatest chance for survival.
With simple, evidenced based training, everyone
has the ability to treat these injuries and increase
survivability. Our program provides the training and
tools necessary to accomplish this goal.

TODAY’S SAFETY AND SECURITY
CHALLENGES
During an active shooter or active threat event, survival
is measured in seconds.
These violent events continue to occur with increased
frequency at diverse types of venues. People still have
this belief that emergency responders - Police, Fire,
and EMS - are the first responders, but in reality, the
potential victims are the first responders.

The 5 F’s
Focus - Recognize the threat and take action.

Programs currently being taught to individuals,
corporations, healthcare facilities, and educational
institutions have not evolved to increase the probability
of survival. An effective response mandates these
techniques and tactics be expanded upon while
remaining easy to remember and follow during a
stressful situation.

Flee - Create distance from the threat.
Fortify - Block entry points.
Fight - Protect yourself and defend others.
First-Aid - Stop the bleeding, save a life.

To learn more about the 5F’s Active Threat Program and LifeSpot technology visit:
www.lifespotapp.com
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